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In this paper we mean by a lattice =2? always a lattice with the least element 
0 and the greatest element 1. Given a set A, 6(A) denotes the lattice of all 
equivalence relations on A and A its least element. 
Definition 1 [6]. A lattice ££ (0,1 e J§?) is said to be strongly representable as 
a congruence lattice if whenever j£? is isomorphic to a sublattice =2?' of 6(A) for 
some A, where J , A X A e ££", then there is an algebra based on A whose congruen­
ce lattice is J£'.' 
In [6] it is shown that every iinite distributive lattice is strongly represen­
table. The above notion of strong represent ability seems to be designed for 
finite lattices. The class of infinite strongly representable lattices is relatively 
small. E. 2\ the infinite chain ao < a± < a% < . . . < u is not strongly repre­
sentable because it suffices to find a chain of equivalence relations A < oc± < 
00 
< a-2 < . . . < A X A on a set A, such that \/ a$ 4= A X A. There is no algebra 
i- l 
based on A having this chain as a congruence lattice. Moreover the stronger 
assertion holds, see Theorem 1 below. The following definition seems to be 
useful. 
Definition 2. .4 complete algebraic lattice [2] JS? is said to be quasi strongly 
representable as a congruence lattice if whenever 3? is isomorphic to a closed sublat­
tice [2] jSf' of 6(A) for some A, where A and A X A belong to JSf', then there is an 
algebra based on A ivhose congruence lattice is ££'. 
-) A part of the results of this paper has been presented in the Summer Session On 
the Theory of Ordered Sets and General Algebra held at Horni Lipova 1972 and will 
appear without proofs in a special number of Acta Fac. rerum natur. Univ. Comenianae 
Math. 1973. 
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If ££ is a closed sublattice of 6(A) containing A and if a, b e A, a =f= b, we 
denote oc(a, b) the equivalence-theoretic join of all y e 3? such that (a, b) £ y. 
We shall use the following obvious corollary of A r m b r u » t ' s theorem [1, 
Th.3]: 
Theorem A. Let ££ be a closed s^lblattice of 6(A) containing J . There is an 
algebra % on A with ^lnary and two-vahted operations [1] whose congruence lattice 
is SP if and only if 
(1) for every eq^tivalence relation (3 e 6(A) if /? ^ a(a, b) 
for all a. b e A such that (a, b) £ fi, then /? e J§f. 
Definition 3 (see e. g. [2, p. 128]). A complete lattice 3 is called Brouiverian 
if the identity a \ V {bt : i e 1} = V {(
a A bi) : i e 1} holds (for an arbitrary 
set I) in 3. For the definition of a general Brouiverian lattice *ec [2, p. 45]. 
Definition 4 (see e. g. [2, p. 119]). A complete lattice 3 is calhd completely 
distribiitive if the identity2) 
A { V K - : j e //} : i e K) = V { A {«wo : ? G K} : 99 e f ] 7,] 
i=K 
(or the dual one) holds (for arbitrary sets It, K) in J§?. 
Definition 5. Let 3 be a complete lattice. An element a is called completely 
join irreditcible2) if a = V {xi '• i £ 1} implies x% = a for some i e I (I is an 
arbitrary set). 
Definition 6 [5, Chap. 2, Problem 4(/)]. A lattice J? is calhd weakly 
atomic if it has the property, if a < b, a, b e ££, then c and- d exist in ££ such that 
a fg c < d ^ b and {x e ££ : c < x < d} is the empty set. 
Results 
Th eorem 1. NO infinite distributive lattice 3 is strongly reprcacntabh. 
Lemma 1. Every lattice 3? is isomorphic to a s^lblattice S£" of 6(A for -some A, 
such that A, A < A e J? ' . 
Corollary 1, Every strongly representable lattice is quasi strongly reprerentable. 
R e m a r k 1. From Theorem 1, Corollarv 1 and Corollarv 2 below it follows 
2) In a complete lattice this identity is equivalent to its dual (G. X . R a n e y . Completely 
distributive complete lattices, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc, 3, 1952, G77 —6SM; -ee al^o [2, 
p. 120]). 
3) I n [2], or in [5], the no t ion "s t r ic t ly join irreducible", or " jo in i r reduc ibb ' " . is used. 
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tha t the class of quasi strongly representable lattices is larger than that of 
strongly representable lattices. 
Theorem 2. Let ^ be a completely distributive closed sublatlice of 6(A) con-
taining A and A X A. Then there is an algebra 31 based on A whose congmence 
lattice <S{%) = J§?'. The algebra 31 can be chosen in s^lch a way that all its ope-
rations are unary and two-valued [1]. 
Corollary 2. Every complete algebraic and completely distributive lattice is 
quasi strongly representable. 
R e m a r k 2. If J§? is a closed sublattice of S(A) containing A and A X A 
which is distributive but not completely distributive then it is possible that 
there is no algebra 3t based on A having only unary and two-valued operations 
such that the congruence lattice ^(31) = JS?, as the following example shows. 
E x a m p l e 1. Let 31 = (A; -{-, .> be the ring of all integers. I t Is known 
that the congruence lattice ^(31) of 31 is Brouwerian but not dually Brouwe-
rian, hence not completely distributive. We will show that the condition (1) 
of Theorem A is not fulfilled. Consider an arbitrary equivalence relation /> 
on A not belonging to ^(31). For every (a, b) ^ /3 there are only finite numbers 
of congruence relations y e ^f(3t) such that (a, b) e y. Hence a(a, b) = A X A. 
Thus p ^ oc(a, b) for all a,beA such that (a, b) $ /? but ft $ #(31). 
R e m a r k 3. Note that the lattice of all congruence relations of an algebra 
with only unary two-valued operations need not be distributive as the fol-
lowing example shows: Let A be a set, a, b e A, a 4= b. Denote by J? the lattice 
consisting of A and of all equivalence relations 6 on A such that (a, b) e 6. 
Let F be the set of all unaryr two-valued operations such that if feF and 
XEA, then f(x) = a or f(x) = b. Then J§? is the congruence lattice of the 
algebra 31 = \A: F} and it is not distributive if card A > 3. 
Theorem 3. Let ££ be a cornplete Brouwerian lattice in tvhich every element 
is a join of completely join irreducible elements. Then J£ is completely distributive. 
Corollary 3. Let SF be a complete Brouwerian atomic lattice. Then S£ is co?nple-
tdy distributive. 
Corollary 4. Let ££ be a Brouwerian lattice satisfying the descending chain 
condition (DCC). Then J? is complete and completely distributive. In particular, 
every algebraic [2] distributive lattice ££ satisfying DCC is completely distributive. 
Theorem 4. Let J£ be a complete dually Brouwerian lattice ichich is ^veakly 
atomic. Then every element of ££ is a join of completely join irreducible elements 
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Corollary 5. Let S£ be a complete Brouwerian, dually Brouwerian and weakly 
atomic lattice. Then S£ is completely distributive. 
R e m a r k 4. The converse assertion does not hold. For example, the interval 
[0, 1] of real immbers with the usual ordering is a completely distributive lat-
tice but not weakly atomic. 
Theorem 5. Tjet S£ be a complete Brouwerian and weakly atomic lattice. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(2) J?7 is dually Brouwerian. 
(3) 3? is completely distributive. 
(4) Every element of S£ is a join of completely join irreducible elements. 
Theorem 6. Let S£ be a complete algebraic lattice. Then the conditions (2), (3)r 
(5), are equivalent, ivhere 
(5) J§? is distributive and every element of J§? is a join of completely join irre-
ducible elements. 
Corollary 6. Let J§? be a complete algebraic lattice satisfying one of the conditions 
(2), (5) of Theorem 6. Then S£ is quasi strongly representable. The algebra can 
be chosen in the same way as in Theorem 2. 
Corollary 7. Let J§? be an algebraic distributive lattice satisfying DCC. Then 
S£ is quasi strongly representable. 
Proofs 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Let ££ be an infinite distributive lattice. S£* \*> 
isomorphic to a lattice (S?, n , U) of sets, where n and U denote the set-
- theoretic intersection and union (see e. g. [2]). We can suppose that the least 
element of Sf is the empty set 0 (if this element is U =t= 0, it suffices to replace 
every element A e £f by A — U). Let M be the greatest element of Sf and 
u & M. We associate with each A e Sf the equivalence relation A on M U {20} 
all blocks of which are one-element blocks except the block A U {u}. I t can 
be easily seen that the equivalence relations A (A e Sf) form a lattice 
< ^ i , , v> isomorphic to £P (A and v are equivalence-theoretic meet and 
join). Because Sf\ is infinite and distributive there is an infinite chain 
{An : n e N} (N is the set of all natural numbers ) in<9
p\ such that a) An < An+\ 
for each n or b) An > An+\ for each n. If one of the elements y {An : n e N} = 
= B, ^{An:neN} = C (equivalence-theoretic join and meet) does not 
belong to Sf\, then Sf\ cannot be a congruence lattice of an algebra based on 
M U {u}. Suppose B e £?i (or C e S^\). In case a) there is a dual prime ideal 
D in Sfi which contains B and does not meet the set {An : n e N} (by M. H. 
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S t o n e ' s theorem, see e. g. [3]). The set J = £f\ — D forms a prime ideal. 
In case b) there is a prime ideal J containg C which does not meet {An : n e N}. 
Its complement D = £f\ — J is a dual prime ideal. We associate with each 
equivalence relation A e £f\ the equivalence relation A* on M U {u, v} = M\ 
(v 4= u, v <£ M) all blocks of which are one-element blocks except the block 
A U {u, v} if A e D and except the block A U {u} if A e J. One can easily 
verify that the correspondence A \-> A* is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice 
&?\ with the sublattice 5^2 of S(M\) consisting of all ^4*, A in &?\. Moreover 
the equivalence-theoretic join V {-4* : n e N} in case a), or the equivalence-
-theoretic meet A {A\ : n e N} in case b) does not belong to £fo- Hence there 
is no algebra based on M\ whose congruence lattice is Sf*. This proves the 
Theorem. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 1. Without the conditions 0,1 e J§? and A, A X A e ££' 
this Lemma is proved in [7] and [4]. The proof in [4] is based on the following 
assertions: 
(i) To every lattice ££ a set A and a mapping F : 3? -> 6(A) exist such tha t 
F(x . y) = F(x) A F(y) for all x, y e JSf. Such a representation is called 
a weak representation, 
(ii) Let F : S£ -> 6(A) be a weak representation of a lattice Sf. Then there is 
a set T and a mapping G : JS? -> 6(T) such that G is a lattice isomorphism, 
i c T and G(x) n (A X A) = F(x) for each x e J§?. 
By a detailed inspection of the construction of the proof of (ii) in [4] one can 
easily state that if in (ii) F(0) = A, F(l) = A X A, then G(0) = A and O(l) = 
= T X T too. Hence it suffices to show that a weak representation F of J§? 
(0,1 e J§?) exists such that F(0) = A, F(l) = A x A. This can be easily done 
in a simple way : For each x e J§? let F(x) be the equivalence relation in ££ 
all blocks of which are one-element blocks except the block {y : 0 ^ y ^ x}. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1. From the assumption and Lemma 1 we get tha t 
J§? is isomorphic to a congruence lattice of an algebra. Hence Sf is complete 
and algebraic. The rest is obvious. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. I t suffices to show that 3? satisfies condition (1) 
of Theorem A. Let (3 e 6(A) and /5 ^ oc(a, b) for all a, b e A such that (a, b) $ /?. 
Denote M = {(a, b) e A X A : (a, b) <£ /?}. If (a, b) = m, we shall write a(m) 
instead of x(a, b). Then /3 ^ A {a(m) : m e M}. For each me 21, oc(m) = 
= V {am : & E Im}> where o?m e JSf and m $ oc)n for each i e Im. Using the comple-
tely distributive laAV we get: 




Obviously if (a, b) $ ft (i. e. (a, b) = k G 31), then for every <T e |~[ Im, (a, b) $ 
meM 
(t A K„<m) : m e M}. I t follows A K ( " ° : m e M} g /? for every <? e FT / « • 
Hence V { A « (
( M ) : m e il/} : y e T7 I4 ^ p, thus /? e .2?. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 2. I t follows from Theorem 2. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. I t suffices to prove that 
(a) b = A{V{air.jeI{}:ieK} £ 
^ V { A {«^(0 : i e A'} : 93 G J 7 J u = c> 
because the converse inequality holds in any complete lattice. To prove (a) 
we shall show that every completely join irreducible element which is below b 
is below c too. Let d be completely join irreducible and d ^ h. Then for each 
i e K, d S V {au :JE^i}- Since JSP is Brouwerian d — d y {aij :j e fi} 
—- V {(rZ \ rt̂ /) : j G If} for each i G K. Using completely join irreducibility of 
d we get thatrf ^ «$«?(/) for each z e A and some W e ]^J / ; . Hence f£ ^ c and 
i-A-
(a) holds. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 4. In any lattice satisfying DCC, every element can 
be expressed as a join of a finite number of join irreducibles (see e. g. [2, Chap. 
V I I I , § 1]) and every complete algebraic distributive lattice is Brouwerian 
(see e. g. [2. Chap. VII I . , § 5, Ex. 9]), hence in both assertions Theorem 3 can 
be used. Note that the completeness of J§? (1 e «§?) follows from the assumptions 
of the Corollary. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. Let a e ^ and let b the join of all completely join 
irreducible elements z such that z ^ a. To prove a = b suppose b < a. Weak 
atomicity implies that c and d exist in J ? such that b ^ c < d ^ a and the 
set {y : c < // < d} is empty. Then d is not completely join irreducible, hence 
d = V {•*'/ : * e 0> ^i < ^ f ° r each ? e / . There is some j e 1 with Xj fg c, hence 
c v Xj = d since J covers c. Denote byr Q the set of all such elements xj. There 
is the least element x = A {xj '• xie Q} m Q since c v .r = y\ ((r .>•;) : Xj G 0} = d. 
This element x is completely join irreducible. For if not, then x = V {yv : 
: p G P} and yp < # for each p G P. Let p G P. Obviously r ^ c ?/p ^ rZ. But 
c v Hp — d contradicts the choice of x. Hence c v yv -- c for each p G P, which 
implies c > x = c. This contradiction proves x to be completely join irreducible. 
Since c v x = d, x S. a and ^ $ b, which is impossible. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 5. I t suffices to use Theorem 4 and Theorem 3. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. By Theorem 4, (2) implies (4). Usino; Theorem 3, (4) 
implies (3). The implication (3) => (2) is trivial. 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 6. Eve^l- complete algebraic lattice is weakly atomic 
(see e. g. [5, Chap. 2, Problem 4(/)]), hence (2) implies (5) by Theorem 4. Every 
complete algebraic distributive lattice is Brouwerian (see e. g. [2, Chap. V I I I . , 
§ 5, Ex. 9]) hence (5) implies (3) by Theorem 3. The last implication (3) -- (2) 
is obvious. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 6. By Corollaiy 2 and Theorem 6. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 7. «£? is complete because 1 e ££. By [2, Chap. VI I I . , 
§ 1] the condition (5) of Theorem 6 is fulfilled, hence using Corollary G our 
assertion follows. 
Added in proof. This paper was accepted for publication before the author 
knew (written communication of A. Day) that 8. B u r r i s , H. C r a p o , A. D a y , 
D. H i g g s and W. N i c h o l s had proved in another way (unpublished result) 
that every Brouwerian and dually Brouwerian closed sublattice of 6(A) 
containing A and A X A is a congruence lattice for some algebra based on A. 
Moreover, the author was informed that a part of the results of Theorems 3 — (J 
can be deduced from the papers: G. B r i m s , Verbandstheoretische Kennzei-
chung vollstandiger Mangeringe, Archiv cl. Math. 10, 1959, 109—112; J . K. 
Buch i , Representation of complete lattices by sets, Portugaliae Math. 11, 
1952, 151 — 167. Proofs in these papers are based on a representation of latti-
ces by complete rings of sets. 
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